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Background
The Opportunity Site

Purpose

Community Values Expressed in the Plan

Brooklyn Center is a city of the future. The population is rich with
diversity from around the world.
Brooklyn Center also brings strengths from its past. Its location is
accessible and connected. And people value its stock of aﬀordable
housing with convenient access to jobs, shopping, services, and other
amenities.

Brooklyn Center is a fully built out city. As such it relies heavily on
redevelopment to grow and enhance it’s revenues, which enables it to
invest in necessary services, infrastructure, and amenities which are
essential to improving the quality of life of its residents.
This project is also important because it presents an opportunity for
the City to change the way it has done development in the past. With
land control and a strong position in the market, Brooklyn Center can
define the public benefits of redevelopment - on its own terms.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

Community Pride

Aﬀordability

Environmental
Sustainability

Health and Wellness

Local Benefit

Fiscal Responsibility

Counteracting
Displacement

I-694

Transitioning from the past to the future means transitioning spaces
and places built for a previous era, that no longer meet current needs.
It also means addressing past and current practices that excluded some
people from benefitting from progress and opportunity, particularly
people of color.
Redevelopment of the Opportunity Site is a once in a generation
opportunity for Brooklyn Center to seize control of its future - to
grow and change on it’s own terms; and to celebrate all that is special
about the community. Rather than re-branding a community through
redevelopment, Brooklyn Center wants to grow in such a way that the
existing character is strengthened, not pushed aside for the sake of
attracting new development.

Diversity and
inclusivity

Flexibility
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Planning Process Goals

Public Engagement and Community Input

» Defined timeline to take advantage of development opportunity

Throughout 2019, the project had over 1000 direct engagements with
residents and community stakeholders.
Additional outreach is now underway to expand the reach and representation
of the engagement process. Working through diverse community partners,
this eﬀort will ensure that all voices are heard - and that the project takes
into account impacts and benefits on the entire community. Results from this
engagement will be reflected in future versions of this plan.

» Consistent with city goals and principles
» Process is grounded in data and best practices
» Provides direct access and benefits for city residents
» Authentic engagement to connect people with decisions
» Meaningful opportunities for the public to influence outcomes
» Transparency in decision making

01/15/20
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The Plan for a New Downtown Brooklyn Center
Trail and park connections to the
expansive regional system

1

Downtown Brooklyn Center...

Concepts that Organize The Site

• Will be a place that represents all of what
Brooklyn Center is and can become.

2

A spine to organize
neighborhoods

• Will present people with an attractive
place to invest their time and energies in
Downtown Brooklyn Center as much for
what it is as for what it is near.
• It will contain a mix of uses that appeal
to both current and future residents,
entrepreneurs, and visitors of Brooklyn
Center.

3

Community Anchors to create a
core to Brooklyn Center

• It will have a significant amount of new
medium and high density housing that
helps diversify the City’s housing stock
- allowing residents to stay in Brooklyn
Center and also attracting new residents.
• It will be a place that nurtures local
businesses while also attracting new
businesses that appeal locally and
regionally.

4

Local connections to make access
to Downtown easy

Main Street

Three Rivers Mini Park and an improved Centennial Park

BC Plaza

Garden Street

• It will generate value to the City by
leveraging its irreplaceable assets proximity to the Park and civic buildings,
centrality to the City and its people, and
access to the region.
• Will provide benefits, opportunities,
and amenities that are accessible and
aﬀordable to current Brooklyn Center
residents.
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Goals and Targets

Approximate Development Program

Targets for the Planning Process

Housing units range

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
TOTAL

Low
(-20%)

Area
(acres)

Block

4.5
2.6
4.0
3.0
3.3
3.0
2.4
2.3
4.1
3.0
3.3
3.4
3.7
40.1

Average

164
124
192
76
178
144
62
59
105
82
106
66
178
1535

205
155
240
96
223
180
77
73
131
103
132
82
222
1919

High
(+20%)

SF Non Residential

246
186
288
115
267
216
93
88
158
123
159
99
266
2303

5,000 - 15,000

5,000 - 15,000
5,000 - 15,000
Hotel
10,000 - 20,000
10,000 - 20,000

20,000 - 40,000
Theater, entrepreneurial market
5,000 - 15,000

12
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» Pedestrian and bicycle amenities,
to be determined

» Mitigation measures for
impacts and risk factors (to be
determined)

» Funding mechanism established to
maintain infrastructure and public
realm, over and above typical
city levels, such as a business
improvement district.

Public Realm, Public Spaces, and
Environment

Targets for Economic
Development and Employment

» Aﬀordable access for residents to
recreational attractions

» Percentage and type of aﬀordable
commercial space for businesses

» Community-identified amenities
completed (to be determined)

» Contractor hiring requirements
for construction phase of project,
including DBEs

» Youth-oriented recreational
opportunities to meet community
needs (to be determined)

» Funding mechanism for
constructing and maintain public
art, and support for incorporating
art in private development (e.g.
art dedication fee)

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

01/15/20

» 30% of total new housing units will
be aﬀordable, with a subsequent
market and needs analysis to
determine attainable breakdowns at
specific AMI levels.

» Identified commitment to
community benefits

» Presence of multicultural event
spaces that are aﬀordable and
accessible to the community

1

» New oﬀ-road trail connections
through the site
» Regular transit services to site,
with enhanced bus stop/bus station
facilities

» Programming for recreation,
culture, arts, youth activities, etc.

9

Targets for Housing and Residential
Communities

» Documentation of impacts of
engagement

» Ongoing accountability structure
and engagement throughout
implementation

13
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» Number and percentage of
diﬀerent groups involved,
reflecting with community
demographics

Targets for Transportation and
Connectivity

» Location of locally owned firms
within the project, including
small, start-up, and minority
owned enterprises
» Presence of incubator space
with accompanying supporting
services for small businesses,
including entrepreneurial market
concept

» Housing policy developed and
adopted to pro actively address
goals
» Presence of housing types that
meet under served needs in
community (to be defined)
» Availability of renter/homeowner
assistance for local households
» Proactive strategies to track and
counteract gentrification and
displacement, such as adopting a
NOAH preservation policy (housing
study will inform)
» Development of housing types that
support mixed income communities
» Identify and secure outside
aﬀordable housing sources to
leverage local investments
» Development of live work units to
support small businesses and home
occupations.
» Commission a housing study to be
done for the Opportunity site, which
will aide in further development
and refinement of these targets
while providing additional housing
guidance for the city.

» Good jobs for residents of the
city, including needed placement,
training, and retention services as
applicable

6

Expected Outcomes of the Plan
Next Steps
Access and Connectivity

Public Realm
Downtown Brooklyn Center will feature system of open spaces, streets, trails and pedestrian areas that promotes healthy living,
gathering, social gathering, and environmental responsibility
» An inclusive, accessible, welcoming and dynamic
public realm that becomes a social and gathering
center for the entire City.
» An “inside out” City that attracts people to spend
time outside together throughout all seasons of the
year.
» Recreational and leisure activities for all ages and
abilities
» Connecting to and leveraging the potential of
Centennial Park

Downtown Brooklyn Center will have a
transportation system that encourages
walking and biking, is well connected to the
region and reduces the need to own a car by
providing safe, aﬀordable, convenient and
accessible options.
» Prioritizing pedestrians to create a walkable
community
» Creating a safe and connected bicycle network
» Ensuring vehicular access to Downtown from
throughout the City and the region.
» Establishing a network of streets that enables
people to get around easily without the use of a
car if they chose.

» A green and active stormwater system that provides
health, recreational, and environmental benefits to
all
Earle Brown Parkway and a
new recreational attraction

Shingle Creek, Centennial Park
and a new Three Rivers Mini Park

Housing & Economic Development
Downtown Brooklyn Center will feature
building and development patterns that are
compact, sustainable, and mixed - creating
nodes and neighborhoods for people to live
and enjoy at any stage of life
» Life-long neighborhoods for new and existing
residents of Brooklyn center to call home.

FOCUS AREA 1 | Complete Environmental
and Systems Planning
Private Sector
» City and lender required reports – environmental,
survey, traﬃc, and geotechnical
» Plan development for submittal
Public Sector
» Report and analysis over and above developer
baseline – AUAR
» TIF district determination

» Centers and Nodes that combine uses to
become places to gather, a focus for local
economic development and designed to
evolve over time

Community Partnership
» Traﬃc analysis related to Highway 100 ramps

» Spaces that create opportunities for local
entrepreneurs and small businesses in the
Downtown

» Regional park and trail connectivity

» A range of buildings, development types, and
land uses on a simple block pattern

» District energy/on-site generation concept

Neighborhoods for new and existing
residents of Brooklyn Center

» District stormwater approach with Shingle Creek

» City Hall location determination

FOCUS AREA 2 | Establish Developer
Agreement for Opportunity Site
Private Sector
» City and lender required reports – environmental,
survey, traﬃc, and geotechnical
» Construction for phase one development
Public Sector
» Public finance strategy
» Developer Agreement
» Infrastructure plans and construction for phase one
needs – roads, utilities, lighting, public realm
Community Partnership
» District systems planning and improvements –
stormwater, trails, transit
» Sustainable energy systems development – scope
dependent on earlier planning

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Background
Located at the geographic center of Brooklyn Center
and at the nexus of regional trails, roads, and natural
systems, Downtown Brooklyn Center will become a
new social, recreational and commercial hub for the
community. Most importantly it will become a source
of community pride, a place of convergence, which
draws on the remarkable spectrum of people who have
chosen to live in and invest in Brooklyn Center.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Preamble
The City recognizes that historically, development patterns have resulted in disparate impacts, particularly
on communities of color. These disparities have resulted in harm; such as displacement and exclusion from
the benefits of new investment. The city endeavors to
reverse these disparities and enhance equitable outcomes by working towards a more responsible means
of advancing development

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Introduction

Purpose of Redevelopment

Brooklyn Center is a city of the future.

Redevelopment of the Opportunity Site is a once in a generation
opportunity for Brooklyn Center to seize control of its future - to grow
The population is rich with diversity from around the world. The large
and change on it’s own terms; and to celebrate all that is special about
number of children and youth will be future leaders in the years to come. the community.
Brooklyn Center also brings strengths from its past. Its location is
accessible and connected. And people still value its stock of aﬀordable
housing with convenient access to jobs, shopping and services.

But the transition from past to future is not without challenges. For the
city, it means transitioning spaces and places built for a previous era,
that no longer meet current needs. For the people, it means addressing
past and current practices that exclude some people from benefitting
from progress and opportunity, particularly people of color, people with
low-incomes, and renters. This includes addressing the potential for
displacement and gentrification in the city.
The Opportunity Site project can’t meet every need. But it can help. For
the city, this means creating a new place that strives to meet the needs
of residents and workers, adds value to the community, and becomes
a source of community pride. For the people, this means creating
an accountable process that addresses past problems and provides
transparency, accountability, and benefit to existing residents of the
community.

Brooklyn Center is a fully built out city. As such it relies heavily on
redevelopment to grow, to enhance it’s tax base, which enables it to
invest in necessary services, infrastructure, and amenities which are
essential to improving the quality of life of its residents.
This project is also important because it presents an opportunity for the
City to change the way it has done development in the past. With land
control and a strong position in the market, Brooklyn Center can define
the public benefits of redevelopment - on its own terms.
This Plan spends considerable eﬀort to define what the expected
outcomes of redevelopment are and how they can be translated into
public benefits for the City.

• Economic benefit/fiscal sustainability generated by increased tax
base
• Range of housing options that meet community needs
• Businesses that provide jobs and/or needed goods and services
• Accommodation of space for local businesses and entrepreneurs
• Community spaces and/or facilities for recreation, sports,
gatherings, events, learning, etc.

History of the Site
At one time, the Brookdale Mall area was a regional destination and
the retail/service lifeblood of the City’s economy. But shopping trends
have changed dramatically since then - and they continue to change.
The City has been actively involved in addressing on this transition,
from the redevelopment of Shingle Creek Crossing to the purchase of
land for the Opportunity Site.
The “Opportunity Site” is an area comprising approximately 81 acres
of land between Bass Lake Road/County Road 10 and Summit Drive
North, and Shingle Creek Parkway to Highway 100. Approximately
44 acres of this land is currently owned by the City, although some
privately owned sites are available for redevelopment as well. Since the
closure of Brookdale Mall and the loss of surrounding retail, the City of
Brooklyn Center has worked pro actively to acquire vacant commercial
sites and prepare them for redevelopment. Although the Shingle Creek
Crossing project is mostly built out, the Opportunity Site area (despite
a 2006 master plan) has not yet been redeveloped. However, there
is now significant energy and potential around a new development
vision. General guidance for the site is included in the City’s recently
completed comprehensive plan update.
In 2018, the City entered into a Preliminary Development Agreement
with Alatus, LLC to master plan and develop 35 acres of the Site. Alatus
and the City share a vision that includes a dense, mixed-use, walkable
“downtown,” with entertainment and grocery anchors, along with
a mix of other retail, dining, and entertainment uses. Multi-family
housing, a hotel, and civic uses provide a vibrant mix of activity that
draws people to the area. A park and open space network grounds
the development, providing regional stormwater capacity as well as a
recreation amenity.

• Parks, trails, and open space with social and recreational benefits
• Green and sustainable elements of buildings, site design, and
systems
• Provision of public services as part of programming of public
facilities on-site
• Community-based oversight of the project as it develops

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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The People of Brooklyn Center
Portraits from BC

source: ACS 2017
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A Public Driven Process
To truly create a vibrant and unique city center that serves all of
Brooklyn Center, a community values-driven approach was undertaken
by the entire project team and city staﬀ. At the center is a publicdriven engagement process, enacted with a commitment to bring
transparency, accountability, recognition of both long- and short-term
wins, and an understanding of the site’s role within larger changes
happening across Brooklyn Center and the surrounding region.
To do this, the process needs to look intentionally diﬀerent than past
and more conventional approaches to planning for the site. These
changes were made as a result of community input about the need to
alter how the process worked.
The first round of engagement, part of the citywide re-envisioning
initiative Becoming Brooklyn Center, provided these foundational
values and goals for the Opportunity Site master plan. The process
began with a series of facilitated workshops that identified initial
themes, followed by subsequent events to further develop that list.
This multi-stage engagement process was used to create a set of
guiding Community Values (see page 14) , which formed the critical
community-driven foundation upon which the Master Plan, and its
deliverables, were constructed.
The next phase of engagement will focus on addressing any impacts or
mitigation measures that result from early actions. To provide space for
more in-depth discussions, future engagement will be focused through
a series of convened meetings that allow for bigger conversations
about key questions. While questions will be refined through the
process, they are expected to focus on the expected positive and
negative impacts on people from the Opportunity Site’s development.
This format will include sharing information about the proposed
project and its impacts in the context of facilitated group discussions.

communities of color, including West African, Latinx, African American/
Black, and East Asian communities. Ways that barriers to participation
for these groups can be reduced include:

Guiding Principles

• Engagement through partners with connections and relationships in
the groups being reached

Four guiding principles emerged from the community workshops
that reinforce a sense of community pride in Brooklyn Center

• Location, timing, and format of engagement that creates a safe
and accessible place for people to participate – including provision
of food, translation services, culturally specific elements, or other
accommodations as needed
• Where appropriate, compensation for participants to oﬀset their
costs of participating (transportation, childcare, etc.). This may be in
the form of a gift card or other item of value.

Planning Process Goals
» Defined timeline to take advantage of development opportunity
» Consistent with city goals and principles
» Process is grounded in data and best practices
» Provides direct access and benefits for city residents
» Authentic engagement to connect people with decisions
» Meaningful opportunities for the public to influence outcomes
» Transparency in decision making

While the intent is to create space for a wide range of stakeholders
to participate, resources will be focused on reducing barriers to
participation for groups who have traditionally been underrepresented
in comparable city planning processes. This includes recognition of
the costs imposed on participants, particularly those of limited means,
and how that has contributed to a lack of participation in the past. As
identified by the Working Committee, these include youth, renters,

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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The Opportunity Site and its Surroundings
Brooklyn Center in the Region

Natural Systems
The Opportunity site is located
a mile from the Mississippi
River and adjacent to Shingle
Creek. Both are part of regional
recreational systems that are
significant amenities.

Highways
The Opportunity Site is located
along major freeways and
highways. It is easily accessible
from throughout the region. This
Plan recommends a combination
of local and regional attractions
that benefit from the Sites
location and access.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

The Opportunity Site in Brooklyn Center

Transit
Metro Transit recently opened the
C and D Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Lines - both which terminate at
a charging and layover station
adjacent to the Opportunity Site.
This Plan recommends relocating
the station in the Opportunity Site
and making it part of a mobility
hub that serves the area.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

01/15/20

Neighborhoods
The area was developed in the
1960’s when land uses were
strictly separated. As a result,
the site is separated from
neighborhood by large parks and
highways.

Trails
The Site is located at the junction
of two regional trails which
connect to the Mississippi River
to the east, and large parks and
lakes tot he west north and south.
The Plan recommends leveraging
these assets and routing the trail
through the Site.

Local Roads
The Site has few local roads
serving it and through it.
Redevelopment of the Site
will require considerable new
infrastructure in order for it to
be redeveloped

Background
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The Opportunity Site in Brooklyn Center
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What Makes This Diﬀerent
Community Values Expressed in the Plan
Suburbs around the Country are finding themselves at the center of
regional changes. As inner ring communities such as Brooklyn Center
are re-discovered by the marketplace for their locational advantages,
many are faced with the dilemma about how to change and grow
in a way that benefits the community. Rather than re-branding a
community through redevelopment, communities such as Brooklyn
Center wants to grow in such a way that the existing character is
strengthened, not pushed aside for the sake of attracting new
development.

Fiscal responsibility:
Using city resources to leverage
private investment

This project pays very close attention to guiding development in a way
that it serves those who have chosen to live in Brooklyn Center. While
it undoubtedly will attract new residents and businesses, its primary
purpose is to help improve the quality of life for those who have already
chosen to call Brooklyn Center home.

Aﬀordability:
Housing, small business space, and
community events

To answer this question, the project spent considerable eﬀort listening
to the existing community to better understand what inclusive
development means to them (refer to Appendix for more details and
information on the public engagement process and results).

Counteracting displacement:
Ensuring project does not price out
residents

Throughout 2019, the project had over 1000 direct engagements
with residents and community stakeholders. While participants were
not asked to identify themselves directly, 40% of participants were
estimated to be people of color. By comparison, approximately 53%
of the total population in Brooklyn Center, and 45% of the adult (18+)
population, are people of color.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

Environmental sustainability:
Supporting long term
environmental health

Community pride:
Creating a space that locals are
proud to share
Local benefit:
Ensuring that city residents are
direct beneficiaries

Flexibility:
Responsive to emerging opportunities
as they align with goals

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Diversity and inclusivity:
Multicultural and welcoming
environment

01/15/20

Health and wellness:
Recreation, active living, public
safety, and health
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Project Goals
Neighborhood and Housing Goals

Economic Development and Employment Goals

Brooklyn Center hosts a richly diverse population,
spanning a wide range of household incomes. During
the creation of its 2040 Comprehensive Plan the
City outlined several housing goals, providing a
critical lens under which Opportunity Site housing
is being assessed. These goals were further echoed
throughout the extensive community feedback
sessions, hosted during the visioning period of the
Opportunity Site planning.

Brooklyn Center carries a robust entrepreneurial
spirit, driven strongly by its diverse populations.
Residents and business owners work hard every
day to make the city a great place to build and
grow a business. This project presents a unique
opportunity for the city to help promote and grow
local businesses, provide needed goods and services,
and grow jobs for residents. As the city continues
to grow, so too do the needs for additional and
innovative job and business opportunities. Through
the goals and subsequent targets below, Brooklyn
Center intends to leverage the Opportunity Site
development towards facilitating accessible,
aﬀordable, and supportive business opportunities.

These goals are a priority of the Opportunity
Site’s development, with the over arching intent
of protecting housing aﬀordability and access for
all people. This includes both a commitment to
providing a range of housing types and price points,
while being mindful of potential impacts regarding
gentrification and forced displacement. While
there is currently no housing located within the
Opportunity Site, these concerns were addressed
throughout the planning process by city staﬀ, local
stakeholders, and the entire project team.
Early housing scans and known best practices,
expected to be supported by future site housing
studies, suggest the need to oﬀer a diversity of
housing types, locations, and styles. The Opportunity
Site presents a remarkable opportunity to pursue
this strategy, while incorporating a range of
housing prices throughout. As findings from formal
housing studies are received, specific appropriate
percentages of housing aﬀordability at varying
household AMI levels will be outlined and integrated
into site benchmarks.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Housing Goals
» Promote a diverse housing stock that provides
safe, stable, and accessible housing options to all of
Brooklyn Center’s residents.
» Housing unit aﬀordability is prioritized for long-term
unit accessibility to low income households, including
multigenerational views of family housing needs.
» Housing is energy eﬃcient and free from
environmental hazards.
» Housing is near amenities (health and social
services, transportation, education, and quality job
opportunities) that promote walkability, livability, and
community.
» Housing includes a mix of incomes, with diﬀerent
levels of aﬀordability integrated.

Economic Development and Employment
Goals
» Opportunities are created to promote local small
business and entrepreneurial activities.
» High quality businesses owned by people of color are
supported and created to sustain a strong economic
base and provide job opportunities to the local
workforce.
» Lease agreements prioritize for local business
opportunities.
» Project works through local business-development
partners to connect residents and businesses to
project construction jobs, contracting opportunities,
and long-term employment within the project.

» Explore and implement best practices towards
mitigating negative impacts from gentrification and
resulting forced displacement.
» Housing unit type reflects community’s need, based on
household type, size, and life stage (to be determined
through housing study)
» 20%-30% of the total number of housing units
are aﬀordable. The final amount will be based on
a housing study, specific community needs, and
financial/market feasibility. In order to achieve this
goal a housing implementation plan will be developed

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

01/15/20
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Public Realm, Public Spaces, and Environment Goals

Transportation and Connectivity Goals

The public realm is the “community living room,”
a critical component of any thriving city. As
Brooklyn Center continues to grow and develop
their public realm, the Opportunity Site will
establish a series of cornerstone public spaces,
at varying scales and functions. Each space will
continue to promote city values of celebrating
and embracing community diversity, accessibility,
and affordability, all the while connecting to the
larger public space network.

As local, regional, and national transportation needs
evolve, so too do the ways in which Brooklyn Center
should provide opportunities of equal mobility for all
residents. The Opportunity Site will seek to support
attainment of citywide transportation goals, while
creating a multi modal mobility network to and
through the Opportunity Site itself. This will include
consideration of transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and new
modes. Goals towards this end include:

Public Realm, Public Space and
Environment Goals
» Development is environmentally friendly, green, and
sustainable in design
» Impacts on environmental health, economic
prosperity, and social vitality are assessed
» People-focused design is walkable and bikeable
» Development includes streetscaping, public space,
and green space
» Improvements in public spaces, e.g. playgrounds,
community gardens, public art, etc.
» Incorporating art, culture, and community identity
into the site
» Opportunity to gather for celebration of community
culture and diversity in public spaces
» Inclusion of an outdoor market space

Transportation and Connectivity Goals
» Safe, attractive, and convenient access to
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit systems.
» Ability to walk, bike, or ride transit to jobs,
education, cultural resources, and shopping.
» Convenient parking facilities, including
accommodation of bicycle and pedestrian
access.
» Attractive, comfortable, accessible transit
facilities are available.
» Presence of wayfinding and systems
information for all modes, as appropriate.
» Development promotes traﬃc calming and
pedestrian safety.
» Accessible to all abilities by the incorporation of
Universal Design.
» Design and development reflect distinct
identities of local cultural heritage.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Vision for a New Downtown

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Overall Vision for a New Downtown
Brooklyn Center
Downtown Brooklyn Center...
• Will be a place that represents all of what Brooklyn Center is and can
become.
• People will choose to invest their time and energies in Downtown
Brooklyn Center as much for what it is as for what it is near.
• It will contain a mix of uses that appeal to both current and future
residents, entrepreneurs, and visitors of Brooklyn Center.
• It will have a significant amount of new medium and high density
housing that helps diversify the City’s housing stock - allowing
residents to stay in Brooklyn Center and also attracting new
residents.
• It will be a place that nurtures local businesses while also attracting
new businesses that appeal locally and regionally.
• It will generate value to the City by leveraging its irreplaceable assets
- proximity to the park and civic buildings, centrality to the City and
it’s people, and access to the region.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Concepts that Organize How the Site will be Developed
1

Trail and park connections to the
expansive regional system

3

Community Anchors to create a
core to Brooklyn Center

Trail and park connections between the Site and its
surroundings will create a recreational and public
space amenities for Downtown. It will provide
access to the regional systems and will organize the
shape of development within the Site

2

A spine to organize
neighborhoods

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Though the Downtown will have a significant
amount of housing, it will also contain nodes around
which non residential uses will cluster. These nodes
will have community anchors that compliment
others in the area.

4
A pedestrian oriented street from the Earl Brown
Conference Center to Bass Lake Road will form the
core to the downtown neighborhoods with small
parklets and community spaces along it.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Local connections to make it easy
to get to
Downtown will be locally accessible - with
improvements to surrounding streets, bridges
and intersections. The Downtown street grid will
extend into surrounding areas, providing many local
connections for residents in Brooklyn Center to use
to get to the Downtown.

Vision
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Overall Vision for a New Downtown Brooklyn Center
Located at the geographic center of Brooklyn
Center and at nexus of regional trails, roads, and
natural systems, Downtown Brooklyn Center will
become a new social, recreational and commercial
center for the community. It will become a
source of community pride because it will draw
on the remarkable spectrum of people - diverse in
background and age - who have chosen to live in
and invest in Brooklyn Center.

Earle Brown Parkway and a
new recreational attraction

The Downtown will evolve gradually over time,
both in response to market forces as well as
shaped by the public vision for a new Downtown.
The Plan proposes a mix of uses and spaces that
create neighborhoods and nodes of activity. These
places within the Downtown will allow new and
existing residents of Brooklyn Center to gather,
recreate, live and work.

Shingle Creek, Centennial Park
and a new Three Rivers Mini Park

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Garden Street
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John Martin Drive and a New Main Street

BC Plaza

Vision
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Places in Downtown Brooklyn Center

A
C

D

E

B

C Main Street

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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A Neighborhoods

B Three Rivers Trailhead Park

D Garden Street

E BC Plaza and Regional Recreational Attraction
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Main Features of the Plan

The Vision for redevelopment of the Opportunity
Site is to create a new and real downtown for
Brooklyn Center. Like many communities developed
in the 1950’s and 1960’s they grew quickly and
without an identifiable center. Their reason for
being was inexpensive land, suburban lifestyle,
and easy access to regional highways. There was
no recognized need, at that time, for a center of
commerce, social life, recreation or government.
Instead of developing outward from a center, the
community grew east to west, as an extension of
north Minneapolis.
This Plan proposes to redevelop the geographic
center of the City with a mix of uses that create
a center of commerce, recreation, social life and
government. This new downtown will be accessible,
welcoming, active, and an embodiment of the best
of what Brooklyn Center can oﬀer it’s residents and
the region. It will fulfill existing and emerging needs
of the City and it will become a place of pride.
Downtown Brooklyn Center can become a
connection point for the City and it’s many assets,
past and present. It can become a starting point to
address the broader challenges of Brooklyn Center
and a model for how other communities can use
redevelopment to achieve many of its most pressing
needs.

Access and Connectivity

Public Realm

• A transportation system that reduces the need to
own a car by providing safe, aﬀordable, safe and
convenient alternatives.

• Recreational opportunities for people of all
ages and abilities to support healthy lifestyles.
Including a regional recreational attraction that
connects to and leverages Centennial Park.

• Streets that are designed with extra wide
sidewalks, robust landscaping, and minimum
pavement necessary.
• A mobility hub that oﬀers convenient connections
between BRT Lines, Park and Ride, cycling, and
private vehicles.
• Complete pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
within the Downtown and beyond to connect to
the rest of the City.
• Use of emerging transportation technologies,
such as an AV circulator, drop oﬀ zones, and
micro mobility,that reduce the need to use a
single occupancy vehicle for many trips within the
Downtown.

• Public spaces that encourage people to socialize
and to be outdoor throughout all seasons of the
year.
• A green and active stormwater system that
provides health, recreational, and environmental
benefits to all
• Paths and trails that connect internally as well as
to surrounding park and amenities.
• A “Garden Street” lined with townhouses and live/
work units, tot lots and gardens, that connects
the Downtown internally

Neighborhoods and Economic
Development
• Small blocks that support a range of development
patterns and densities
• Between 1500 and 2300 new housing units that
are both market rate and aﬀordable.
• Two new neighborhoods with neighborhood
parks and amenities at their core and a “garden
street” linking them.
• Commercial development that is regionally
attractive while helping to grow new and local
businesses
• Approximately 100,000 to 150,000 sf of non
residential space
• A movie cinema that anchors the southern
portion of the Downtown
• John Martin Drive lined with restaurant and live
work buildings.
• 1 -2 full service urban grocery stores
• A 20,000 SF Entrepreneurial Marketplace that
supports and incubates local businesses.
•

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Public Realm
An inclusive and accessible system of open
spaces, trails and pedestrian ways that
promotes healthy living, social gathering,
and environmental responsibility

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Public Realm - Overview
Downtown Brooklyn Center will feature system of open spaces, streets,
trails and pedestrian areas that promotes healthy living, gathering, social
gathering, and environmental responsibility.
Public Realm Summary
Downtown’s Public Realm will become the backbone of the District.
It will consist of spaces and buildings that enable community pride,
healthy living, social gathering and environmental responsibility.
The Public Realm will consists of parks, streets, sidewalks, plazas,
greenways and public buildings.
The Public Realm in Downtown are the spaces that are owned by and
shared by the community. As such, the public realm carries a high
responsibility to ensure accessibility, inclusion, equity, and an overall
welcoming posture. This will take many forms - including artistic
installations that represent the diversity of the community, spaces that
are welcoming and accessible to people of all ages and abilities, and
An inclusive Downtown is one in which people from all over the
community can come and feel welcome: the streets and parks
are public, they are open free and easy to get to, they facilitate
socializing and gathering, and they represent the diverse culture of the
community. Public spaces around the world provide examples of how
the people from all walks of life can come together, socialize, celebrate,
and express themselves freely. The most beloved and treasured public
spaces are those that are welcoming, fully inclusive and accessible to
all residents. They belong the public and they embody the ideals of the
full community.
Downtown Brooklyn Center aspires to be that place for the community
- the entire community, not just the residents that will live in the
Downtown. As a diverse city with residents from around the world,
having cherished public spaces that are inclusive is an opportunity
for the community to celebrate itself. The Master Plan employs the
following strategies to help promote a public realm that it inclusive,
accessible, and welcoming:

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

• The proposed street grid and park system of public streets is
connected to other public streets and parks. This will help define the
Downtown as an integrated part of the City, not an inaccessible or
exclusive enclave.
• BC Plaza, located in the heart of Downtown and at the end of
Main Street, is an open air year round flexible gathering space that
welcomes all in the community to come and play and create. The
open lawn and large covered space can be used for informal play,
food trucks, planned and spontaneous performances, and weekend
markets.
• Main Street is a lively public street that is lined by restaurants and
shops, many of them locally owned and operated. In addition to
traditional storefronts, Main Street will have opportunities for small
businesses to thrive in vendor kiosks, food trucks, micro retailing,
and other low cost spaces.
• Downtown will be notable for its abundant public art and the many
placemaking opportunities throughout its many public spaces.
Private property will also be encouraged to utilize local artists to
enliven their projects and the Downtown overall.
• An indoor entrepreneurial market, located in the Downtown, will
help incubate and support local businesses. The City will partner
with an organization that can provide financial, human resource,
marketing and other business support to small local businesses to
help them succeed.
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An inclusive, accessible, welcoming and dynamic
public realm that becomes a social and gathering
center for the entire City.
An “inside out” City that attracts people to spend
time outside together throughout all seasons of the
year.
Recreational and leisure activities for all ages and
abilities.
Connecting to and leveraging the potential of
Centennial Park
A green and active stormwater system that provides
health, recreational, and environmental benefits to
all.

Public Realm
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An inclusive, accessible, welcoming and dynamic public realm that becomes a
social and gathering center for the entire City.
Downtown will celebrate the
diversity of the community
with a series of accessible public spaces in which all residents of Brooklyn Center are
welcome to participate in the
social life of the City - to meet
both familiar faces and strangers.

E

F
D
F
E

Broad Street in Monrovia Liberia

Ramblas in Barcelona

+ in Oaxaca

Walking Street in Phuket

A
C

Parklets
Neighborhood Parks
Plaza
Three Rivers Park
Greenway
Regional Recreational Attraction

B

A Three Rivers Mini Park
In support of their mission to encourage
outdoor recreation and environmental
stewardship, the Three Rivers Park District
will provide a park in the Downtown for
accessible nature activities. The space will
be located along Shingle Creek Parkway and
serve as a connection to Centennial Park.
B Regional Recreational Attraction
Downtown will feature a public/private
partnership that oﬀers an accessible
regional open space destination. The park
will be open to he public but operated by
a private entity that specializes in outdoor
adventure sports.

D

E Greenway
A linear greenway through the site will link
the Downtown to the regional trails as well as
serve as an important link in the stormwater
system. The greenway will form the edge of
the Regional Recreation attraction.
F

C BC Plaza
An active space will be the focus of social
and community activity on the south portion
of the site. The Plaza will have space for a
market, interactive water play, small and
medium sized gatherings.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Neighborhood Park
A 70’ greenway is proposed along the primary
park. This space can be used to convey water
through a treatment train before it enters a
detention area. on the south edge of the site.
the space can also be used for rain gardens,
and a regional trail.
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Parklets
Small parklets, one per block are located
along the neighborhood “garden street”.
The parklets are designed for young
children and parents, containing community
gardening and small play equipment.

Tianguis in Mexico City

Public Realm
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Principles and Examples of Designing
Inclusive and Welcoming Spaces
6

Set Positive
Rules

5

Promote Unique but
not Illegible

4

Build in Sensory
Variety

3

Celebrate Slowing
Down

2

Foster Small Group
Interactions

1

Design a Living Room, Not a
Sitting Room

Six principles of Inclusive and Welcoming Public
Spaces
Successful public spaces that feel inclusive and
welcoming to a broad cross section of people are often
actively programmed and managed. Well managed
spaces create both community and place value.
Whether public or privately owned, they help create
authenticity and sense of local flavor - a important
defining feature of the Downtown.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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An “inside out” City that attracts people to spend time outside
together throughout all seasons of the year.
Downtown will promote
healthy living and an active
civic life by creating a variety of outdoor spaces that
are comfortable and pleasant
throughout all seasons of the
year.

B
E
C
A

B
D

B
C

A

Flexible Gathering and Playspaces
Simple open spaces accommodate large
gatherings and celebrations and serve as
simple passive playspaces

D

Small Spaces within Large Spaces
Intimate spaces are within and adjacent to
large spaces, allowing them to contract and
expand as needed

B

Outdoor comfort
Awnings, canopies, and indoor/outdoor
spaces provide protection from the
elements throughout the year.

E

Indoor/Outdoor Spaces
Buildings with large openings onto public
spaces create flexible areas that contribute
to a safe and active public realm year round.

C

Active Ground Floor Uses
Open spaces are animated with ground floor
uses that are public and active throughout
the day and week.

Deep retractable awnings and sunshades allow outdoor spaces to be semi-enclosed during the
shoulder seasons, while oﬀering protection from the harsh summer sun
Winters can be celebrated with outdoor activities
and seasonal shelters

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Principles and Examples of Designing for and Enjoying the Winter
• Bright colors to oﬀset darkness
• Deciduous trees allow sun to reach
habitable areas in the winter
• Evergreens block winter wind
• Winter gardens to create indoor
microclimates
• Narrow, not broad towers to allow
sunshine to penetrate down to the
sidewalk and other public spaces
• Lighting that is pedestrian scaled, a
warm color, and glare-free
• Parks that have southern exposure
and are protected from winds

• Patios that can be converted to
winter play areas or skating rinks
• Deep and retractable canopies
to protect sidewalks from rain
and snow, but allow sunlight to
penetrate
• Temporary enclosed structures
such as enclosed gazebos or clear
igloos. Articulated walls and step
backs that prevent harsh winds
from impacting pedestrians on
sidewalks
• Spaces for public fire pits and
warming huts

Winter Accommodations

Wintergardens

Winter Recreation

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Recreational and leisure activities for all ages and abilities
The Plan features public parks
and regional trails that encourage people of all abilities to engage in actively and passively
engage in outdoor activities. A
variety of outdoor recreational
oﬀerings will help residents of
Brooklyn Center live healthy
and active lives.

D
B

E

A
F
A
A Publicly accessible youth oriented natural
playspaces

D

Adventure sports and activities

E

Bike share and access to aﬀordable
recreation
Intimate spaces are within and adjacent to
large spaces, allowing them to contract and
expand as needed

F

Access to Regional Trails
Intimate spaces are within and adjacent to
large spaces, allowing them to contract and
expand as needed

B Indoor/Outdoor Recreational Buildings

C Safe accessible, multi modal trails
comfortable for all ages and abilities.
Awnings, canopies, and indoor/outdoor
spaces provide protection from the elements
throughout the year.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Connecting to and leveraging the potential of Centennial Park
The Plan recommends enhancing accessibility to, highlighting Shingle Creek as a natural
amenity and providing more
active features and trail connections.
A New Three Rivers Urban Park
in the downtown will be a trail
head to the larger system and
a connection between Centennial Park and Downtowns
recreational attraction on the
east edge of the site.

C
D

B

Centennial
Park

Centennial
Park

A

C
Shingle
Creek
Parkway

A

Potential wetland enhancements
with boardwalk, trails, and ecological
improvements

B

Potential expanded recreation
center

C

Three Rivers mini park, within the
Downtown

D

Park improvements to enhance the
natural features of Shingle Creek

E

Regional Recreation Attraction
(see following page)

Potential Three Rivers Park in Downtown

Potential new
recreation center
Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Regional Recreation Attraction

The regional recreation attraction provides yearround indoor and outdoor opportunities for healthy
activity. It brings people from across the region to
the site, providing an anchor for the development
and a point of pride for Brooklyn Center. An
amphitheater provides free outdoor concerts several
nights a week. An onsite restaurant and beer garden
oﬀers a place to gather and meet friends and family
while taking in the sights and sounds. The entire
space has the feel of an open public park.

Gr
ee
nw
ay

An important feature in the Master Plan is a regional
recreational attraction that is privately operated, and
publicly accessible. A site along Hwy 100 is reserved
for the facility. The Three Rivers Urban Trailhead
Park links the recreational attraction to Centennial
Park with a bike pedestrian bridge that provides
seamless access from the recreational attraction
to miles of regional bike trails and other features.
A feasibility study is underway to determine
operational finances and high level programming.

Regional
Recreation
Attraction

Public access to the Regional Recreation Attraction

There are no gates or controlled access points. Bike
trails and sidewalks meander through, connecting
to nearby regional trail systems and neighborhoods.
Paid activities such as climbing walls, white water
rafting, ropes courses, and adventure sports keep
people active, entertained, and engaged. Discounted
rates are provided to Brooklyn Center residents,
providing healthy lifestyle choices. During winter
months cold-weather outdoor adventure oﬀerings
are provided

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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A green and active stormwater system that provides health,
recreational, and environmental benefits to all
Downtown will feature a
stormwater system that manages rainwater throughout
the District while also serving
as a health, recreational, and
aesthetic amenity for residents
and visitors.

Conceptual Approach to Stormwater

A

Blue Green Roofs use rain
water to irrigate plants on
roofs and on site.

B

Pavers and soil cells filter
runoﬀ and encourage root
growth
In areas with contaminated
soils, soil cells with
impermeable liners keep
polluted water from
infiltrating
A diverse mix of salt
tolerant and winter hardy
plants are used throughout
the downtown to reduce
heat island eﬀects and
enhance human comfort

A
C
D
C

D

A
B
C

B

Urban Green Streets
Greenway and
treatment train
Neighborhood Rain
Gardens

D

Larger detention areas

A Green Streets with Urban Stormwater
The east west streets will have pockets of
greenspace to catch runoﬀ and clean it prior
to it moving downstream.
B

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

A Garden Street with Rain gardens and
Parklets
The north south spine will contain rain
gardens on every block. These spaces will
also serve as small parklets and tot lots.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

C Linear Stormwater parks and greenways
along the edge of the large greenspace
A 70’ greenway is proposed along the primary
park. This space can be used to convey water
through a treatment train before it enters a
detention area. On the south edge of the site.
The space can also be used for rain gardens,
and a regional trail.

D
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Ponding areas
Two ponding area are located on the south
side of the site. One will be integrated with
the Three Rivers County Park and the other
in the City owned adventure park.

Public Realm
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Access and Connectivity
Downtown Brooklyn Center will have a transportation
system that encourages walking and biking, is well
connected to the region and reduces the need to own a
car by providing safe, aﬀordable, convenient and accessible options.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Access and Connectivity - Overview
Downtown Brooklyn Center will have a transportation system that
encourages walking and biking, is well connected to the region and
reduces the need to own a car by providing safe, aﬀordable, convenient
and accessible options.
Access and Connectivity Summary
Creating strong access to and connectivity within the Downtown
is essential to creating a healthy, prosperous and unique area. The
transportation system for the Downtown is designed to balance modes
of travel (bike, transit, walking, and cars) so the Downtown is easy to
get to but also enjoyable to spend time. Over time, the Downtown
will oﬀer the opportunity to reduce the need to own a car because the
transportation system within Downtown and its connections to outside
downtown will be convenient, safe, connected and aﬀordable.
The transportation system will support a healthy lifestyle for residents
by ensuring all internal trips are feasible by foot or bicycle, and the
Downtown has access to regional trails that connect throughout
Brooklyn Center.
Streets in Downtown will have a graduated hierarchy to support
varying intensities of urban activity. Wider streets will support
regional attractions, while narrower streets will form the core
to neighborhoods. All streets, regardless of width or adjacent

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

development, will have wider than average sidewalks, safe crossings
and streetscapes with a unique sense of character, rhythm, and
comfort. A focus on
Downtown will be well connected to all of Brooklyn Center and to the
region through improved bicycle, transit and vehicular connections.
For example, the Plan recommends surrounding regional trails are
routed through the downtowns, and the nearby BRT Terminal is
relocated to within the Downtown.
The proposed Plan also considers and incorporates quickly evolving
technologies that impact how people circulate through cities and
move from place to place. Features such as a mobility hub that
provides connections between modes, dynamic curbs that can be reprogrammed daily, and embracing micro mobility (scooters, etc) are
some of the ways in which this Plan anticipates a future transportation
system that gradually becomes more technologically advanced.
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Prioritizing pedestrians to create a
walkable community
Creating a safe and connected bicycle
network
Ensuring vehicular access to Downtown
from throughout the City and the region.
Establishing a network of streets that
enables people to get round easily
without the use of a car if they chose.
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Prioritizing pedestrians to create a walkable community
The pedestrian network in
Downtown Brooklyn Center
is designed to provide access
to daily needs within walking
distance of all residents and
visitors.

C

B

B

B
D
Slow Zones

A
B

C

Slow Zone at Dam Square in Copenhagen

Tabled Intersections

Painted Intersection

B

Scramble Intersection
B
C
Pedestrian Only
Pedestrian/Bike
Pedestrian/Bike /Car

Scramble Intersection
A Full pedestrian network with sidewalks on
every block
Every street will have 6’ sidewalks on both
sides, wide enough for a person pushing a
stroller to pass an individual in a wheelchair
without discomfort.
B Safe crossings of Shingle Creek Parkway
Re-striped, necked down and painted
intersections along Shingle Creek Parkway
will reduce the pedestrian crossing distance
by as much as 30%. Additional features such
as a pedestrian countdown timer, a leading
light, and well marked crosswalks will reduce
barriers and increase the safety of crossing
shingle Creek Parkway.

C

D

Slow Zones that prioritize pedestrians
Slow zones at key crossing locations of
Earl Brown Parkway will create a seamless
connection between the developed areas of
Downtown and the park along its eastern
edge.

D

Garden Street Spine
The north south street in between Shingle
Creek and Earl Brown Parkway will be a
“Garden Street” in which Pedestrians, bikes,
and cars share the space between buildings.
The street will curve gently to create usable
greenspaces, rain gardens, and parklets.

Garden Street: A street that is shared equally between pedestrians, cars, and bikes.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Creating a safe and connected bicycle network
Mississippi
River Trail

By connecting to regional trails
and providing safe streets and
appropriate support facilities,
cycling can be an eﬃcient,
healthy, and environmentally
friendly means of transportation for many people.

Shingle Creek
Trail

D

B

E

C
Primary / Separated

Twin Lakes
Trail

B

Secondary / Shared
Commuter Lane
A

Bike Racks and Corrals

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

A Re purposed bridge across Hwy 100
The John Martin Drive bridge over Hwy 100 is
separated from the oﬀ ramp and converted
into bike/pedestrian bridge and the Twin
Lakes Regional trail is rerouted through the
Site

C

Improved connections across Shingle
Creek Parkway
A bike bridge across Shingle Creek Parkway
connects the Downtown to Centennial Park

B Dedicated oﬀ street trails through the
community
Oﬀ street trails connect the two
neighborhoods and Main Street via linear
greenway

D

Two way bike lanes on Shingle Creek
Parkway
A separated bike lane for commuter and
non-recreational riding enables trails within
the Parks to be shared with pedestrians.

E

Modifications to existing bike bridge
Adding an extension to the existing ped/
bike bridge across Hwy 100 can provide
improved connections to the Regional
recreation Attraction in Downtown.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Ensuring vehicular access to Downtown from
throughout the City and the region.
Downtown will be easy to get
to from throughout the region.
With public garages, a mobility
hub, and strategically located
pick-up zones, arrival to Downtown will be convenient, but
will not impact the design of
pedestrian focused spaces.

Downtown Brooklyn Center
D

C

MH
P

MH
P

P

Trails

Circulator
route

A

Dynamic Curb Space

M/T

C

A

Regional Access

AV Circulator in Jacksonville, FL

Commuter services
Bike lockers
Car share
Micro mobility

Mobility Hub and Transit
Center

Mobility
Hub

B

Public Parking

MH
P

Circulator Route

Charging
station and
terminus
for B/C Line
BRT
A

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

On Street Pick up and Drop Oﬀ
In order to meet the growth of on-demand
ride programs (LYFT and Uber) Downtown
will have dedicated drop oﬀ and pick up
locations adjacent to high activity areas

B

Mobility Hub
The Plan recommends locating a facility
that accommodates multi-modal
connections in the Downtown

C

Public Parking
Parking for visitors is located close to the
Hwy 100 ramps so regional traﬃc does not
traverse downtown streets

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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D

Highway
access
for park
and ride
and public
parking

Micro-Mobility

Circulator
Downtown will embrace new transportation
ideas such as a local AV Circulator, micro
mobility, and stacked parking.
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Establishing a network of streets that enables people to get round easily without
the use of a car if they chose.
Each of the streets in Downtown will be designed to ensure
safety, accessibility and comfort for all.

Shingle Creek Parkway
Main Street
Garden Street
Earle Brown Parkway
Neighborhood Street
Sidewalk

Parking Travel
Lane

Travel
Lane

Sidewalk

60’ ROW

Typical Residential Street
Residential streets will be designed as slow and safe streets
whose primary purpose is to be a comfortable and shared
environment for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers. The
curb to curb area will be programmed with two way traﬃc,
parking on one side and a shared bike lane. Beyond the curb,
street trees will create a shaded 5’ sidewalk. Buildings will be
set close to the back of the sidewalk with patios, stoops, and
porches to create a comfortable pedestrian environment.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Streets in Downtown Brooklyn Center

Shingle Creek Parkway
Shingle Creek Parkway is proposed to be narrowed to
a three lane road. The northbound outside lane can be
converted to a parking lane and the southbound outside
lane can be converted to a two way on street commuter
bike lane (allowing Shingle Creek Trail to be recreational and
multi-use).
10’

8’
6’
10’
Frontyard Sidewalk

10’

Trail

Regional
Trail

8’
Parking

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Travel
Lane

Travel
Lane

Parking

8’

10’
Regional
Trail

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

On-street
bikeway

70’ Greenway
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Travel
Lane

Median

Travel
Lane

Parking
Lane

Sidewalk

Earl Brown Drive
Earl Brown Drive, the connector Street through the
Downtown and along the edge of the new park will be a
primary address for residential development. Though the
park may have a commercial operator within it, The Plan
recommends a 70’ greenway for stormwater retention and
light recreation. The edge of the greenway will be seamless
to the park, allowing public access to all parts of the park.
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Streets in Downtown Brooklyn Center

Main Street
Main Street/John Martin Drive will be designed as a
pedestrian oriented street where cars are considered guests.
The sidewalks are extra wide, and the center median can
be used for kiosks, food trucks, or short term parking.
Amenities such as public art, bike racks, fixed and moveable
seating, and ample shade trees will create an environment
that is pleasant for businesses and residents and visitors

Sidewalk Dining Sidewalk

Travel
Lane

Parking / Plaza

Travel
Lane

Sidewalk Dining Sidewalk

115’ ROW

Bell Street, Seattle, WA

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Georgia Street, Indianapolis, IN

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Lancaster Boulevard, Lancaster, CA
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Streets in Downtown Brooklyn Center

Garden Street
The north south street in between Earl Brown Drive and Shingle
Creek Parkway will be a “shared street” or “woonerf” . It will
be a slow speed, pedestrian priority street that is lined by
townhouses and live work buildings. The laneway for vehicles
will be serpentine to make room for greenspace, rain gardens,
and parklets.

Setback Activity Zone

Vehicle Zone

Activity Zone

60’ ROW

Examples of “Garden Streets”
Curbless streets and spaces give visual cues that cars are guests
in the space - they share the space with pedestrians, cyclists,
and others who use the street for non-motorized uses. Often
“garden streets” contain small playgrounds, community
gardens, or places to sit.
Other terms for Garden Streets are
» Living Streets
» Woonerfs
» Curbless Streets
» Shared Streets
» Yield Streets
» Play Streets

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Neighborhoods and Economic Development
Building and development patterns that are
compact, sustainable, and mixed, creating
places for people to live and enjoy at any stage
of life

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Neighborhoods and Economic Development - Overview
Downtown Brooklyn Center will feature building and development
patterns that are compact, sustainable, and mixed - creating nodes of
mixed use activity and neighborhoods for people to live and enjoy at any
stage of life
The Framework Plan for Downtown Brooklyn Center creates a series of
simple blocks defined by a hierarchy of streets. The blocks will contain
the mixture of buildings that contribute to a vibrant downtown. The
Plan recommends approximately 1500 households and 100,000 sf of
nonresidential uses clustered in three locations.
While building a district with density is essential to accomplish many of
the goals of the Plan, density alone is not the goal. The Plan pays close
attention to the types of uses and the pattern of buildings that will
eventually occupy the blocks in the Downtown.
Housing and Neighborhoods
Brooklyn Center is a built out community and in need of additional
housing of many types. The City was built quickly with almost all the
housing constructed in the 1950’s and 1960’s. As a result there is a
narrow range of housing available to residents. This limits residents
ability to stay in the community as they age through diﬀerent stages
of life. Therefore this Plan seeks to fill an existing housing need in the
community by providing types of

Neighborhoods and Economic Development
» Life-long neighborhoods for new and existing residents of Brooklyn
center to call home.
» Centers and Nodes that combine uses to become places to gather, a
focus for local economic development and designed to evolve over
time

patronized primarily by visitors.

» Spaces Creating Opportunities for Entrepreneurs and Small
Businesses in the Downtown

Economic Development
A strong Downtown requires a variety of uses that serve local and
regional needs, that are active throughout the day and week, and are
compatible and adjacent to each other.

» A range of buildings, development types, and land uses on a simple
block pattern

While housing is a strong component of the Downtown, the Plan
proposes three nodes of commercial/civic activity for economic
development and employment. One of the nodes will begin to take
shape in Phase 1. The Plan does not define the specific character of the
other two nodes; rather it is anticipated that the City will allow them to
evolve over time and adjust to opportunities as the arise.

Depending on the market, the Plan proposes between 1500 and 2300
new housing units on the site. The Plan encourages a range of housing
types and tenures - ranging from tall apartment buildings to low rise
townhouses; from ownership units to rental units. Non traditional
ownership models such as cooperatives and land trusts are also
encouraged.
A strong residential component to Downtown is important because
it creates demand for a variety of diﬀerent uses, goods and services.
The presence of a strong residential component helps create a place
that can be broadly owned and cared for; rather than a place that is
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Creating life-long neighborhoods for new and existing
residents of Brooklyn center to call home.
Two neighborhoods, flanking John
Martin Drive will be home to several
hundred residents each. The neighborhoods will have a mix of housing,
ranging from small units to larger flats,
ownership to rental, and aﬀordable to
market rate.

A

B

A

D

Variety of housing for all stages of life
Multiple housing types and sizes helps create a multi
generational community of homeowners and renters.
This allows people of all incomes and in all stages of life
to find a safe and stable home.

B

Parks in the middle
Each neighborhood will have a neighborhood park in
the middle. The park will be small, serving primarily
the neighborhood surrounding it. It will have places for
rest and gentle recreation.

C

Neighborhood friendly streets
Streets will be narrow and pedestrian friendly. They will
have a modest amount of on street parking for short
term visits to neighbors and shops.

D

Small Neighborhood services and goods
Small non-residential uses, such as coﬀee shops and
small groceries will be distributed in the neighborhood.
This will create gathering places and it will put daily
needs within reach of residents.

C

Housing for all stages of life
Brooklyn Center aspires to diversify it’s housing stock so people
can stay in the community throughout all stages of their
lives - which usually (but not always) follows a “scaling up”
and a “scaling down” process. This means providing a range of
housing types - from small units to large units, from walk up
units to single floor units; from aﬀordable units to market rate
units.

Housing for all Stages of Life

This plan recommends providing the types of housing that
are not currently prevalent in Brooklyn Center. Generally that
means smaller unit housing for individuals and couples early
or late in life. It can occur in compact townhouses, senior living
buildings, or apartments and condominiums.

Large Family or
Extended Family
Elderly Couple
Small Family or
Young Couple
Single Adult

Elderly Community

Scale Up Housing
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Centers and Nodes that mix non-residential uses to become places to regularly
gather, focus local economic development and remain dynamic over time.
Downtown will feature several
areas of commercial, retail and
civic activity that residents of
Brooklyn Center and throughout the region will help activate throughout the week and
the year.

Node

Node
Center

Center:
A place where several nonresidential uses are combined
to create activity throughout
the day and into the evening.
Centers contain uses that
are both local and regional
attractions as well as basic goods
and services.

2
Center

1
Design Features of Centers and
Nodes

Center 1: Phase 1
» Movie Theater
» Entrepreneurial Incubator and Market Place
» 2 - 4 Restaurants
» Three Rivers Trail Head Park

Public
spaces with
crossover
use and
social
gathering

Mix of uses, mix of people mix of times.
Public spaces serve as places for people of
diﬀerent backgrounds and experiences to
informally mix. Strong public spaces provide
locations for all people to formally and informally
gather, relax, and recreate. By strategically
locating public spaces in relation to areas active
day and night these spaces become more active
and vibrant throughout the entire day.

» 350-500 Units of Housing
» Space for outdoor markets, performances,
and gathering

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Daytime use

Designing for flexibility and sociability
Main Street will be a flexible space, able to host a
variety of events, from markets, to concerts and
festivals.
Activating Public Spaces
Extra wide sidewalks will accommodate outdoor
cafes and restaurants, as well as ample amenities
such a street trees, seating, bike racks and public
art.
Creating comfortable sidewalks, year round
The buildings along Main Street will have features
such as retractable facades and upper floor patios
with heaters and shading that allow them to be
active throughout the year.

Center

Evening use

Potential Corner Retail:
The Plan supports small retail located
at corners throughout the Downtown.
These locations can support 2,000 to
5,000 sf of neighborhood serving retail or
commercial.

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Creating Opportunities for Entrepreneurs and Small
Businesses in the Downtown
Entrepreneurial Market

Downtown will feature spaces, buildings, and organizations that support
the growth of local and small businesses. Cultivating small and local businesses will be a defining quality of the
Downtown

Entrepreneurial Marketplace
Most businesses become successful through a
graduated process that carefully balances cost
with exposure. They often start at home or in
a garage or a low cost space, and if successful,
they gradually increase their exposure. Very
few businesses succeed by signing on to a
multi year lease in their infancy.

Business Support and Mentoring
Human
Resources

Business

Market tent

Truck

$

Micro
retail

$$

Finance

Marketing

Business

Business

Cottage
retail

$$

Accounting

Business

Mercantile

$$$

Mixed Use

$$$

$$$$

The Entrepreneurial Downtown

Downtown Brooklyn center will support and
incubate small businesses with the following
strategies

The Plan recommends creating a 20,000
to 40,000 sf Incubator Marketplace. This
space would be operated by a non-profit
that specializes in small business support.
They would provide specialized support in
finance, marketing, accounting and human
resources to small business operators. The
Entrepreneurial marketplace also have a
strong street presence in the downtown with
its co-working space and a shared commercial
kitchen. The space would have market stalls
or small outward facing retail stalls for
businesses that rely on foot traﬃc.

Vender stalls built into the base of parking garage in Santa
Monica CA.

Storefront

» Support an entrepreneurial marketplace

Pop-Up Micro Retailing
Kiosk

» Co-Locate small businesses that need foot traﬃc
with larger generators of foot traﬃc.

Truck

» Create spaces in the Plan that are designed for
venders, food trucks, and other forms of microretailing.
» Encourage commercial and mixed-use developers to
build flexible ground floor spaces that can be scaled
according to business needs.

Micro retail

» Encourage developers to provide at least one 500 1000 sf space for small businesses.
» Market and promote the Downtown with events that
attract people into the Downtown throughout the
year.
» Support live / work spaces in the residential areas of
the Downtown.

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Small retail spaces in Seaside, FL.
Business Opportunities on Main Street
Main Street will be designed to make space for a variety of diﬀerent retail types and sizes. It will be
anchored on the ends by larger regional or community wide attractions that generate foot traﬃc - an
important ingredient for success of any street facing business.
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Multiple building types and development intensities on a
standard block pattern
The Downtown will have a
series of similarly (though not
identically) sized and shaped
blocks that make up the
general urban fabric of the
Downtown. The pattern creates a series of developable
blocks that are small enough
to be pedestrian friendly, but
large enough to have multiple
building types on each block.

Guidelines for Developments of a
Downtown Brooklyn Center Block
» Blocks are between 2.5 and 5 acres, block
faces should not exceed 500’.
» Buildings are oriented towards the
perimeter of the blocks with all parking
either in the middle of the block or to the
side of buildings.
» Parking should generally be shielded
from the sidewalks.
» Each block face should have multiple
entries to create as much activity on the
front of the building as possible.
» Ground floor residential units are set
back from the sidewalk no more than 15’
to create a small garden or patio

Low Intensity

» Interior courtyards and passages are
encouraged, however they should not
detract from creating active sidewalks
and a well defined street space

Medium Intensity
High Intensity

» Non residential uses are set on or within
15’ of the front property line.

Low Intensity
Medium Intensity

20
Units/
acre
Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

40
Units/
acre

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota

60
Units/
acre
01/15/20

High Intensity

80
Units/
acre

100
Units/
acre

Multiple Building Types on each
Downtown Block.
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Approximate Development Program
Housing units range

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
TOTAL

Low
(-20%)

Area
(acres)

Block

4.5
2.6
4.0
3.0
3.3
3.0
2.4
2.3
4.1
3.0
3.3
3.4
3.7
40.1

Average

164
124
192
76
178
144
62
59
105
82
106
66
178
1535

205
155
240
96
223
180
77
73
131
103
132
82
222
1919

High
(+20%)

246
186
288
115
267
216
93
88
158
123
159
99
266
2303

8

3

5

2

4

4

5,000 - 15,000

9

5,000 - 15,000
5,000 - 15,000
Hotel
10,000 - 20,000
10,000 - 20,000

7

8

5

2
3
6

10
11
12 13

20,000 - 40,000
5,000 - 15,000
Theater, entrepreneurial market

12

13
6

1

SF Non Residential

11

10
7

9

1
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Implementation
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Opportunity Site Targets
The public process around this plan emphasized the
need for accountability throughout the development
and implementation of the plan. While this can be
complex in the context of a multi-year, multi-stage
build out, it is important to identify how projects
will be held to the standards developed through
this plan. In particular, there is concern that the
development’s benefits accrue to Brooklyn Center
residents and stakeholders, including diverse groups
that in the past been excluded from benefits and/or
disproportionately shouldered the impacts.
The targets for this plan are still in development
through the community-driven process. However, the
following are provided based on engagement to date
– with the recognition that they are likely to change
based on further input.

Targets for the Planning Process
» Number and percentage of diﬀerent
groups involved, reflecting with community
demographics

» New oﬀ-road trail connections through the site

» Documentation of impacts of engagement

» Regular transit services to site, with enhanced bus
stop/bus station facilities

» Identified commitment to community benefits

» Pedestrian and bicycle amenities, to be determined

» Mitigation measures for impacts and risk factors
(to be determined)

» Funding mechanism established to maintain
infrastructure and public realm, over and above
typical city levels, such as a business improvement
district.

» Ongoing accountability structure and
engagement throughout implementation

» 30% of total new housing units will be aﬀordable,
with a subsequent market and needs analysis to
determine attainable breakdowns at specific AMI
levels.
» Housing policy developed and adopted to pro
actively address goals
» Presence of housing types that meet under served
needs in community (to be defined)
» Availability of renter/homeowner assistance for local
households
» Proactive strategies to track and counteract
gentrification and displacement, such as adopting a
NOAH preservation policy (housing study will inform)

Public Realm, Public Spaces, and Environment
» Aﬀordable access for residents to recreational
attractions
» Community-identified amenities completed (to be
determined)
» Youth-oriented recreational opportunities to meet
community needs (to be determined)
» Programming for recreation, culture, arts, youth
activities, etc.
» Presence of multicultural event spaces that are
aﬀordable and accessible to the community
» Funding mechanism for constructing and maintain
public art, and support for incorporating art in
private development (e.g. art dedication fee)

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan

Targets for Housing and Residential Communities
Targets for Transportation and Connectivity

Brooklyn Center, Minnesota
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Targets for Economic Development and
Employment
» Percentage and type of aﬀordable commercial
space for businesses
» Contractor hiring requirements for construction
phase of project, including DBEs
» Location of locally owned firms within the project,
including small, start-up, and minority owned
enterprises

» Development of housing types that support mixed
income communities
» Identify and secure outside aﬀordable housing
sources to leverage local investments (make the Feds
pay for it)
» Development of live work units…
» Commission a housing study to be done for
the Opportunity site, which will aide in further
development and refinement of these targets while
providing additional housing guidance for the city.

» Presence of incubator space with accompanying
supporting services for small businesses, including
entrepreneurial market concept
» Good jobs for residents of the city, including
needed placement, training, and retention
services as applicable
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Implementation Framework
The Implementation Plan is focused on key elements as determined
by the City of Brooklyn Center. The approach is divided into three
categories of strategies detailed below: private sector, public service,
and community partnership.
Private Sector : led by private sector development and investment;
city role focuses on support, collaboration, review, and approval
in response to private sector initiative (e.g. new commercial and
residential development, land assembly, development partnerships).
Considerations include:
• Profitability and potential gaps needing subsidy
• Consistency with community goals and context
• Public private partnerships

• Identifying project champions and leads
• Developing an implementation approach
• Fund-raising and building support
• Identifying who will own and maintain facility
This Implementation Plan provides an overall summary of the key
elements of implementation along with goals, identifies the milestones
known at this time, notes interdependencies and identifies challenges.
A critical path milestone schedule and Implementation plan tracker will
be developed from this Implementation Plan. Individual Implementation
Plan focus areas will be tracked in greater detail on an individual project
basis. Where this is overlap between categories, tasks will be associated
with the lead agency, and coordination with others will be noted.

• Defining and supporting community benefit
Public Service – led by the city and consistent with typical public role;
while additional resources may be needed, there is a relatively defined
path toward implementation (e.g. new roads, sewer, parks, trails, basic
governmental services). Considerations include:
• Prioritizing infrastructure improvements
• Funding and timing of improvements
• Balancing cost and innovation
• Maintenance and useful life
Community Partnership – a project or initiative that involves finding
new ways to work together creatively to achieve something that is
unique and adds value to the community (e.g. multicultural center,
community sports facility) Considerations include:

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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Implementation Framework
Key Focus Areas in
2019/2020

Timing

Goals and Objectives

Community Benefit

1) Engage the community

2019-2020

» Establish various channels to gather input from the community

» Community stakeholders have a say in their community

» Clearly summarize inputs for use in master planning and individual
development projects

» Developments benefit the community and are appropriate for their use and
enjoyment

» Create a master plan that provides guidance for public and private
investment in the site and achieves multiple community goals

» Support for catalytic change that can generate multiple community benefits

2)Opportunity Site master plan

2019-2020

3) Complete environmental and
systems planning

2020

4) Establish developer agreement
for Opportunity Site

TBD

» Meet all local, state, and federal requirements
» Pursue enhanced systems and facilities through community partnerships
» Mutually supported agreement that achieves multiple private and public
goals

» Coordination with developer to improve outcomes for all
» Improved public services and public realm, including environmental sustainability
and management of impacts of development

» Development that has broad public support and achieves community

» Clear understanding of roles relating to funding and implementation

5) Create a special service district
6) Develop communications
strategy and collateral materials

2020

» Establish vehicle for ongoing maintenance of the area

» Well maintained district supporting livability and safety

» Create a communications strategy and collateral materials to ensure the
community and key stakeholders:

» Opportunity to incorporate local partners and services in project
» Public messaging around community priorities

» Are informed and in the know
» Understand benefits
» Know how to engage
» Know of opportunities
» Possible impact to overall city brand

Other Focus Areas

TBD

» Others to be determined as needed

6) Develop communications strategy and
collateral materials

2020

» Create a communications strategy and collateral materials to ensure the
community and key stakeholders:
» •

Are informed and in the know

» •

Understand benefits

» •

Know how to engage

» •

Know of opportunities

» To be determined

» Possible impact to overall city brand
Other Focus Areas

Downtown Brooklyn Center Master Plan
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FOCUS AREA 1 | Complete Environmental and Systems Planning
The master planning process has identified the need for more indepth studies to inform not only the Opportunity Site redevelopment
strategy, but also overall city policy and practice. The following
elements will be moving forward soon. It is important to note that
some of this work may extend beyond the completion of the plan, due
to the scope and depth of the work undertaken. However, the work
will be scheduled to allow for outcomes that are needed to inform the
master plan in advance of the plan’s completion.

developer and overall. While the analysis is largely a technical exercise,
findings and recommendations are being informed by community goals
and priorities related to the use of public resources.

Equity: The city is exploring a range of tools, including an equity
development scorecard, to assess impacts of the Opportunity site
on the well-being of community members, particularly minority and
underrepresented groups.
Housing Aﬀordability, Displacement, and Gentrification: Interrelated
with equity, an assessment will be conducted on the potential impacts
of development on current and future housing aﬀordability, including
possible gentrification and resulting involuntary displacement.
Health: The impact of the Opportunity Site’s impact on health
outcomes with be considered and used to inform final development
scenarios. Best practices in health-promoting community design will be
utilized to maximize public health outcomes.
Environmental: Impacts on the environment are a significant
consideration of the Opportunity Site’s development. The City is
planning for an alternative urban area wide review (AUAR), a flexible
environmental assessment tool that addresses the impacts of multiphase redevelopment scenarios and oﬀers possible mitigation
strategies.
Traﬃc: The impact of the development upon current traﬃc flows
and expected new traﬃc generation is being utilized to inform new
and updated mobility infrastructure. Additionally, the Site’s traﬃc
assessments take into consideration opportunities for transit and multi
modal.
Financial Analysis: A series of assessments of the City’s financial
position are being conducted within the Opportunity Site, and how
the city will address subsidies, costs, and revenue sources with the
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FOCUS AREA 1 | Complete Environmental and Systems Planning
Major Activities

Project Team

Timing &
Coordination

Results and Deliverables

Additional Resources
Required

Community Benefits

City and lender required reports
– environmental, survey, traﬃc,
and geotechnical

Developer, with review and coordination
by the city

Prior to entitlement process in mid-2020

Required reports and findings, potential
mitigation identified

Possibility of collaboration on broader
scope of review for district-level
assessment

Identification and addressing site issues
and project impacts

Plan development for submittal

Developer, with review and coordination
by the city

Mid to late 2020

Site plans and required elements

None

Opportunity to review and provide
feedback on plan

Report and analysis over and
above developer baseline –
AUAR

City and developer coordination on joint
eﬀort

Prior to entitlement process in mid-2020

AUAR and technical reports

Identification of funding for studies

Identification and addressing site issues
and project impacts; support for district
level improvements

TIF district determination

City with financial consultant

Approved TIF district

None

Identified funding for site improvements
that benefit community

Private Sector

Public Service

Community Partnership
Traﬃc analysis related to
Highway 100 ramps

City in coordination with MnDOT,
consultants

Coordination with timing of MnDOT
improvements, potential ramp removal
or reconfiguration; issue of timing with
phase 1

Traﬃc study and recommendations,
beyond scope required for development

Identification of MnDOT participation in
study and implementation

Addressing traﬃc flow and safety issues;
possible benefit to master plan layout
and/or trail connectivity

District stormwater approach
with Shingle Creek

City in coordination with watershed,
consultants

Coordination with watershed approach to Stormwater modeling and district study
area improvements; issue of timing with
phase 1

Identification of watershed participation
in study and implementation

Enhanced stormwater and open space
improvements

Regional park and trail
connectivity

City in coordination with Three Rivers
Park District, consultants

Coordination with regional parks on trail
planning and master plan

Updated regional trail plan and master
plan integration

Identification of Metro Transit
participation in study and
implementation

Enhanced and safer transit access

City Hall determination

City with financial consultant, possible
other advisors

Coordination with master planning to
identify potential location if needed

Determination of potential to relocate
city hall/community center

Resources for study, feasibility, and
preliminary plans

Potential for enhanced sustainability,
resilience

District energy/on-site
generation concept

City with partners, including McKnight

Coordination with master planning to
identify potential location if needed

Determination of feasibility of district/on- Resources for study, feasibility, and
site energy
preliminary plans

Potential for enhanced sustainability,
resilience

Questions to Answer
How will required and enhanced technical analyses be coordinated and accomplished?
How will regional partners participate in the process?
What opportunities are there for funding for additional enhancements?
Are their timelines, resources, or decisions on the regional partner side that need to be addressed?
What is the impact associated with the proposed whitewater park on systems, and how should that be taken into account?
What should be the priority when focusing on regional system enhancements? What needs to happen now, versus a later date?
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FOCUS AREA 2 | Establish Developer Agreement for Opportunity Site
A major focus for Becoming Brooklyn Center will be ensuring that the
project directly benefits the community in a variety of ways. In general,
this will likely include the following:
• Economic benefit/fiscal sustainability generated by increased tax base
• Range of aﬀordable housing options that meet community needs
• Businesses that provide jobs and/or needed goods and services
• Accommodation of space for local businesses and entrepreneurs
• Community spaces and/or facilities for recreation, sports, gatherings,
events, learning, etc.
• Parks, trails, and open space with social and recreational benefits
• Green and sustainable elements of buildings, site design, and systems
• Programmatic requirements regarding provision of services (e.g.
safety, job training, social services, etc.) as part of programming of
public facilities on-site
• Specifically related to the development project, local hiring goals for
construction phase or other participation arrangements
• Community-based oversight of the project as it develops (this would
be a longer term commitment)
• Community capacity building through encouraging voices to be heard
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FOCUS AREA 2 | Establish Developer Agreement for Opportunity Site
Major Activities

Project Team

Timing &
Coordination

Results and Deliverables

Additional Resources
Required

Community Benefits

Approved agreement and approved
application

Possibility of public participation in
project

Opportunity to define community
benefits as part of the scope

Private Sector
City and lender required reports
– environmental, survey, traﬃc,
and geotechnical

Developer in coordination with the city

Construction for phase one
development

Developer, with review and coordination
with the city and design/ construction
team

Initiated by end of 2020

Project complete, certificate of
occupancy

None identified at this time

New housing, jobs, tax base, community
revitalization, etc.

City with financial consultant

Prior to development agreement

Input into developer agreement

None

Appropriate use of public resources

Public Service
Public finance strategy
Developer Agreement
Infrastructure plans and
construction for phase one
needs – roads, utilities, lighting,
public realm

Prior to development agreement
City in collaboration with developer,
consultant

None at this time

By the completion of phase one

Basic site infrastructure to meet phase
one needs

Funding for infrastructure, including
pursing grants

Meets basic community needs

Needs to be integrated with, though not
necessarily completed with, phase one

Enhanced site infrastructure to support
livability and sustainability

Funding for infrastructure, including
pursuing grants

Supports community vision

Needs to be integrated with, though not
necessarily completed with, phase one

Potential district energy approach

Funding for system, including pursuing
grants

Supports sustainability and
resilience

Community Partnership
District systems planning and
improvements – stormwater,
trails, transit

City in collaboration with partners,
consultant

Sustainable energy systems
City in collaboration with funders and
development – scope dependent partners
on earlier planning

Questions to Answer
How are final decisions on mix of uses determined? Who has approval authority? How is this governed?
How are incentives determined? What if economic returns are better than expected? Can the City share if they provided incentives (incl. land contribution or sale below market)?
Can the developer send land to others and other what conditions and with what economic terms if City has subsidized?
What responsibilities are the developers and which are the City’s?
Who pays for new roads and infrastructure? Are roads private or dedicated to the City?
What is the City’s ongoing role and decision-making authority as it relates to the water park?
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FOCUS AREA 3 | Create a Special Service District or Similar Model
Special service districts are defined areas within the city where special
services are rendered. Costs of the services are paid from charges to the
area. State law mandates the creation of advisory boards through city
ordinance for each special service district to advise the city on services
within the district.
The work of Special Service Districts (SSD) is guided by an Advisory
Board appointed by the City Council that is composed of business and
property owners within each District’s service area. Business owners
who lease commercial space need to provide a letter of consent from the
property owner in order to serve on a SSD advisory board.

Major Activities

Project Team

Timing &
Coordination

Results and Deliverables

Additional Resources
Required

Community Benefits

Developer

After opening of phase one development

Ongoing property management

None

Well maintained property

Property inspection and
monitoring

City

After opening of phase one development

Ongoing compliance

None

Well maintained property

Special services district

City in close coordination with property
owners

Prior to development agreement

Means to provide ongoing district
services

To be determined

Well maintained property, including of
enhanced features

After opening of phase one development

Ongoing services and funding streams to
support them

Identifying partners and funding

Social, educational, and recreational
support on-site

Private Sector
Tenant and property
management

Public Service

Community Partnership
Partnerships in facility staﬃng
and program management
– e.g. social services, public
safety, youth and education
programming, etc.

City with partners

Questions to Answer
Is a special services district the right model, or are there alternatives?
What public services oriented partners will be located on-site? What is the strategy for working with them on developing plans, identifying resources, etc.?
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FOCUS AREA 4 | Develop Marketing and Communications Strategy and Collateral Materials
Major Activities

Project Team

Timing &
Coordination

Results and Deliverables

Additional Resources
Required

Community Benefits

Ongoing through build out

Buildings occupied and leased

None

Desirable mix of services on-site

By end of Master Planning process

Marketing material based on Master Plan

None, unless product needs to be more
specific to phase one development

Promote consistency with master plan

At appropriate times to be determined
based on project status

Potential partners and tenants

To be determined

Support catalytic change on master plan
site

Private Sector
Up-front and ongoing site
Developer with assistance from City
marketing and tenant attraction/
retention

Public Service
Master Plan deliverables that
can be used for marketing
purposes

City in coordination with developer

Community Partnership
Convening project stakeholders
and potential partners

City in coordination with developer

Questions to Answer
What are the key messages to be shared about the site – for the community and for potential tenants/partners/investors?
What public services oriented partners will be located on-site? What is the strategy for working with them on developing plans, identifying resources, etc.?
Are there other project partners that should be involved in this stage? What is role of the whitewater park?
Are there implications for the overall city brand through this process?
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FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Program

Description

Max Award

Solicitation
Timing

Local Road Improvement Program (LRIP)

- For local road construction or reconstruction projects with local, regional, or
statewide significance that cannot reasonably be funded through other revenue
sources. The LRIP funds must be used outside Trunk Highway right-of-way and do
not require a set local match.

County/State Aid City - $1,000,000
Small City/Township - $750,000

Fall

Regional Solicitation -

For locally initiated projects that meet regional transportation needs in the
seven-county metro area. Funding categories include Roadways Including Multi
modal Elements, Transit and Travel Demand Management (TDM) Projects, and
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities (including Safe Routes to School (SRTS)).

Varies widely by funding category

Every 2-years
(February 2020 is a
solicitation year)

Local Partnership Program (LPP)

- Intended to pay for a portion of the Trunk Highway eligible construction costs
of the project and up to 8% of the construction engineering costs (for inspection,
contract administration, surveying and materials testing as applicable, based
on the Trunk Highway eligible costs. Locally led projects that are not large scale
enough to be led by MnDOT.

$710,000

April

Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP)

For independent projects that reduce fatal and high-severity crash types. The
benefit of preventable crashes as part of the planned improvements needs to
outweigh the cost of those improvements. Can used on all public roads.

$2,000,000

Every 2-years (July
2020 is a solicitation
year)

Transportation Economic Development
(TED)

To fund construction, reconstruction, and improvement of state and local
transportation infrastructure in order to; create and preserve jobs, improve
the state’s economic competitiveness, increase the tax base, accelerate
transportation improvements to enhance safety and mobility, and promote
partnerships with the private sector.

$10,000,000

June

Transportation Economic Development
Infrastructure (TEDI)

To fund construction

June

Corridors of Commerce

For the construction, reconstruction and improvement of trunk highways, for
n/a
projects not already in the State Transportation Improvement Program, to provide
additional highway capacity on segments where there are currently bottlenecks
in the system and improve the movement of freight and reduce barriers to
commerce.

Varies as program is
funded

Minnesota Highway Freight Program
(MNHFP)

For infrastructure and operational improvements to US highways, and improving n/a
safety, security, eﬃciency and resiliency of freight transportation. All public roads,
are eligible for this money.

Varies as program is
funded

Infrastructure for Rebuilding America
(INFRA) -

To improve major highways, bridges, ports, and railroads around the country to
better connect communities, and to enhance safety and economic growth.

n/a

September

Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage
Development (BUILD)

To repair, rebuild, and revitalize significant
Surface transportation infrastructure projects with a significant impact in their
local or regional communities including roads, bridges, transit, rail, ports or inter
modal transportation.

$25M

November

Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety
Improvements (CRISI)

To improve the safety, eﬃciency and reliability of intercity passenger and freight
rail systems in metro and rural areas.

n/a

June

Department of Employment (DEED)

Funding for Business Development, Community Development, Infrastructure, and Varies with each program category Varies with each
Site Clean-up and Redevelopment projects that result in economic growth.
program category
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